COMMERCIAL ELECTRICAL SERVICES
Commercial electrical installation, repair,
and maintenance from the most reliable
and time conscious electrical service
provider in the Midwest.
MSC Electrical crews are made up of the industry’s
best electricians. We follow a strict safety protocol
ensuring that the job will be done correctly and safely.
Our certified master electricians are experienced in
business relocations, new construction, generator
installation, network and phone cables, machinery
connect and disconnect, and energy efficient interior/
exterior lighting. Our team will work with you and your
utility provider to see if you qualify for energy savings
rebates. We accomplish this while still providing
competitive rates and top-quality workmanship.

Call us for a FREE QUOTE and
don’t forget to ask about our
24/7 EMERGENCY REPAIR SERVICE.
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>

Relocation planning and installation
Data cabling (Cat.5e, Cat. 6, and phone)
Circuit installation
Panels and transformers
IT room services
> Cooling
> UPS
> Dedicated circuits
Turnkey generator and UPS systems
Code violation
Energy efficient lighting solutions
> Pole
> LED
> Emergency
Office equipment and
furniture wiring
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Your Partner in Commercial Electrical Services
ELECTRICAL SERVICES

MSC Electrical specializes in all aspects of commercial
electrician services.
If you are in the process of expanding or relocating, MSC
Electrical has you covered. Look no further. We can handle all
aspects of the commercial electrician services that you need. Our
master electricians can run all your electrical wiring simultaneously
including your Ethernet network and phone lines, saving your
business a significant amount of time and money.
If you’re looking to maintain an existing electrical set-up, MSC
Electrical offers a 24/7 emergency repair service. This service
focuses on keeping your network and electrical repairs completed
and your business up and running.

COMMERCIAL GENERATOR INSTALLATION
Ice, snow, and wind are all common in Michigan and
can knock out a business’ lights and equipment without
any notice.
The best way to avoid closing your doors is to have a commercial
generator that automatically powers up if it determines that the
regular flow of power has been cut. It can be wired into your
existing system or installed at a new building.
MSC Electrical has a team of experts qualified in the installation of
commercial generators. We meter your current electrical draw and
match your business with an appropriate sized generator, whether
you only need emergency power for an hour or if you need a
generator that can run for more than a day.

INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR LIGHTING
Whether your current lighting is simply inadequate or
is strapping you with high energy costs, MSC Electrical
can help.
Lighting is a crucial aspect of any industrial facility. Low lighting
can impact the appearance of your business and the productivity
and efficiency of your employees. Old lighting may be costing you
a lot of time and money. These are both good reasons to upgrade
your current lighting. A good lighting system pays for itself.
MSC Electrical offers a nearly maintenance free, energy efficient
product line of interior and exterior lighting. Our team will work
with you and your utility provider to see if you qualify for energy
savings rebates.
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